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Adilam is a leading RFID, IoT and vision systems provider. With a global network of technology partners, and a highly skilled 
team of engineers, we provide a range of hardware and software solutions.  These solutions are deployed on the world’s first 
cloud based RFID application platform, Arcus—a rapid deployment platform managing the core elements of people, assets, 
inventory and movement and layered with custom built applications for each clients needs.
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Adilam’s on floor security portals are an attractive solution for libraries wanting an open 
welcoming entance.  Is simple to install and can even be used as a portable security panel for 
events, classrooms, or mobile libraries. On Floor portals are only 18mm thick with a separate 

On Floor or Portable Security 

Arcus is interactive security

Technical Specifications

control box. It can be configured to make an entrance up to 5m from a single controller although there are practical 
limitations for strength and portability at this length.
 
The portal uses Adilam’s unique Envoy web service to determine if detected RFID tags should alarm the gate. This 
innovative approach facilitates the use of mobile devices or barcode to checkout items from the library.
It means library patrons can checkout the library item using a library App on their own mobile phone or tablet. It also 
supports the traditional approach of detecting a security bit for alarming, or embracing both Envoy and security bit to 
have the benefit of both worlds. 

Technical Specifications

Dimensions From 1.2m up to 5m length, 18mm thick. 

Weight 20 kg (Master Panel) , 15kg (Slave Panel)

Supply Voltage 100-240V AC (national plug type to be specified on 
ordering) 

Connectivity Ethernet (TCP/IP)

Alarm Integrated sound and light alarm

RFID Frequency 865 — 868 MHz / 920— 928 MHz

Protocol ISO-18000-6C (EPC Class 1/Gen2)

People Counter Designed to be used with Arcus Flow

Read Range Up to 2m

RFID Antenna Circular polarized antenna


